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Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE)

Patrons:
Carla Lane: http://www.carlalane.com/

‘The Black Spurs’: http://www.theblackspurs.com.au/Contents.htm
Maria Daines: http://www.maria-daines.com/

Website: http://www.kaale.org.uk/

To Mr Andrea Gavinelli xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Head of Unit Singlewell
Animal Welfare xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Directorate General for Health and Consumers Kent; xxxxx xxxx
Brussels England
Belgium United Kingdom.

7th February 2013

Dear Sir;

I write to you on behalf of Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE); an animal welfare
organisation located in the South East county of Kent, UK. KAALE is an organisation that monitors
events associated with every livestock sailing from the UK, which for the past eighteen months or so
has been from Ramsagte port, located within Kent, England. After every sailing of live animals
from the UK; all the happenings associated with the events at Ramsgate on (that) particular day
are detailed in a specific report, which is compiled and sent out to many political and non-political
contacts within the EU. Full copies of all reports can be accessed from our KAALE website, which
can be found at www.kaale.org.uk - then go to ‘Harbours’ – Ramsgate’ – ‘Archive Reports’. Both
Dover and Ipswich reports from the past can also be accessed via this route in addition to those of
Ramsgate.

Introduction

The current situation within some EU member states is that many animals are now being
transported in growing numbers using the ‘sealed box type’ trailers rather than in the conventional
slatted livestock trailer. The basic difference is shown in the following photographs.

Above: ‘Sealed Box’ type trailer Above: Conventional ‘slatted’
carrying live animals livestock trailer

At this present time European wide legislation protecting animals during transport is primarily
covered by Council Regulation EC 1/2005 of 22nd December 2004 on the protection of animals
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during transport and related operations. The following are some selected sections from this
regulation associated with live animal transport in road trailers.

EC 1/2005 Article 3 – General conditions for the transport of animals declares:

“No person shall transport animals or cause animals to be transported in a way likely to cause
injury or undue suffering to them”.

“ In addition, the following conditions shall be complied with:

( c ) The means of transport are designed, constructed, maintained and operated so as to
avoid injury and suffering and ensure the safety of the animals”.

EC 1/2005 Annex I – Technical Rules - Chapter I – Fitness for Transport – Para 4 states
very clearly that “when animals fall ill or are injured during transport, they shall be separated from
the others and receive first aid treatment as soon as possible. They shall be given appropriate
veterinary treatment and if necessary undergo emergency slaughter or killing …..”

EC 1/2005 Annex I – Technical Rules - Chapter II – Means of Transport – Para 1.1 states
very clearly that the means of transport must be designed, maintained and operated so as to:
(f) “provide access to the animals to allow them to be inspected and cared for”.

EC 1/2005 Annex I – Technical Rules - Chapter II – Means of Transport – Para 2 –
Additional provisions for transport by road or rail states very clearly that:
2.1 “Vehicles in which animals are transported shall be clearly and visibly marked indicating the
presence of live animals, except when the animals are transported in containers ……..”

Professional (certified) livestock drivers operating in animal transport throughout the EU are
aware that part of their competence requirements and training are to provide proper access to
animals during transport, thus ensuring the welfare of the animals is maintained throughout their
journey.

Without easy access to all animals carried, evidence for which we will present on pages of this
paper, the driver is thus sometimes extremely limited in his ability to care for the animals he
transports and is supposed to be caring for.

It is hoped that the evidence presented in this paper will challenge the EU Commission and all EU
Member State authorities relating to the existing operating standards of the ‘closed box’ type
trailers which are now being more regularly used for animal transport with the EU.

It is now time that the rules clearly defined in Council Regulation EC 1/2005
regarding access to animals during their transportation were made much clearer,
and further, enforcement of the regulations taken seriously by all EU member states.

We at KAALE wish to express out utmost support to Lesley Moffat; Director and Chief Inspector of
‘Eyes on Animals’ in the Netherlands, regarding her letter sent to you from Amsterdam and dated
24th January 2013 in response to your letter (to her) of 21st January – Ref: Ares(2013)70476-
21/01/2013. Further, we fully support the evidence and requirements outlined in the ‘Eyes on
Animals’ new report entitled “Importance of access during transport” which has been issued in
February 2013.

As defined in her letter of 24/01, Ms Moffat is absolutely right when she declares that “the answer of
the EU is very vague and does not give any concrete info which could help us”. We very much agree
with Ms Moffat that each and every response now provided by the EU to animal welfare
organisations such as ourselves simply does nothing more than declare that ‘it is always up to the
(individual) Member State authorities to judge if they are respecting the EU norms’. As Ms Moffat
writes in her letter, clear (and precise) answers are needed from the EU to our questions; and, if not
provided by yourselves, then who are we, the monitoring animal welfare organisations, and in
addition, the member state authorities, to turn to in order to get actual answers to questions that
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we ask ? It is EU law, developed and written by the EU, and so it is the EU (ie you) that needs to
help organisations working in the field within various member states.

Who Is Watching Who ?

Regarding the alleged ‘Competent Authorities’ which operate within each individual member state,
and who have responsibilities to ensure that EU standards are complied with – namely Council
Regulation (EC) No. 1/2005 on the protection of animals during transport and related operations, I
would like to provide you with further evidence of our continual monitoring at Ramsgate port (in
England, UK) and live animal exports associated with the vessel ‘Joline’ as operated by Johannes
Onderwater of the Netherlands.

We do not consider that UK ‘competent authorities’ (AHVLA and Animal Health) are really
bothering to ensure that there is full compliance with Regulation 1/2005; in fact; our monitoring of
every export sailing (from Ramsgate) can guarantee that there are many ‘non-compliances’ !.

As it is primarily Dutch animal hauliers that operate through Ramsgate, it could be argued that UK
competent authorities think that the Dutch competent authorities are enforcing vehicle standards
and regulations, whilst the Dutch probably assume the same, that the UK is enforcing vehicle
standards when (NL) vehicles arrive at the (UK) port.

From our vast experience as monitors and report writers of operating procedures at every livestock
shipment from UK ports, the reality is more likely that neither competent authorities are
actually doing anything much to enforce the requirements of the Regulation (1/2005),
hence why standards at Ramsgate have been so very low and slack in the past when it comes to
vehicle quality and standards compliance.

(Port) Inspection Standards and Quality

Despite a requirement of being present at every livestock shipment from British ports, the UK
‘Competent Authority’ – namely AHVLA / Animal Health; have always had a policy of inspecting
approximately just one third of all livestock transporters which export / undertake a sailing from
the harbour. This has only changed during the past month or so due to huge pressure on the
authorities and Minister David Heath by animal welfare organisations such as ourselves to take
more responsibility as the competent personnel approving livestock exports from the UK. It was
only as a result of a UK parliamentary debate that David Heath changed the inspection policy from
that of just 30% to a full 100% at the very end of 2012.

As a contrast, at Ramsgate harbour (UK), inspectors from the UK animal welfare charity, the Royal
Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA); have been in attendance for many months
at the harbour on the official invite of the port owners, Thanet District Council. Until very recently,
and as detailed above, the official UK ‘Competent Authority’ AHVLA / Animal Health only had a
policy of inspecting approximately one third of all livestock transporters which export / undertake
sailings from the harbour; whereas the RSPCA, a charity organisation and not the official UK
‘Competent Authority’, has always had a policy of inspecting every single livestock transporter
which uses the harbour. It could thus be argued that the RSPCA charity inspectors were more
competent than those of the national UK competent authority with regard enforcement of EU
Regulation 1/2005; the RSPCA always having an inspection rate of 100% throughout their time at
the port, as opposed to just around 30%-40% by the so-called ‘UK competent authority’.

Vehicle Operating Condition / Operating Standards

Of major concern to us is both the physical condition and operating standards of many of the
trailers carrying live animals which use the ‘Joline’ vessel from Ramsgate. In our opinion, if as you
declare, it is up to ‘Member State authorities to judge if they are respecting EU norms’; we would be
first to say that in our opinion and experience, the UK ‘Competent Authority’ is not undertaking its
full responsibilities in any way to provide protection to animals in transport as clearly defined in
standards set by EU Regulation 1/2005. As declared above, the situation is probably one of the UK
authorities assuming that the Dutch authorities are checking regulation compliance, and vice versa;
when in fact nobody from either member state is actually enforcing the EU regulation.
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Evidence to Support Our Statements

Below we are providing some photographs taken recently at Ramsgate by our own (KAALE)
official photographer, showing some of the livestock transporters which regularly use the port for
animal export consignments. These are all vehicles which are approved and allowed to
continue operating into other EU member states by UK Competent Authorities when
inspecting at Ramsgate (UK) harbour – that is, if they are one of the 30% ‘lucky’ ones who
even get an any inspection at all until very recently, when inspection statistics have changed..

We are certain that some of these vehicles shown in the photographs do not meet the standards as
defined in Regulation 1/2005, and we will outline as necessary the relevant Article(s) with which we
feel there is non-compliance. As the majority of these vehicles are Dutch (NL) owned and
registered; we can only ascertain that the Dutch authorities are the ones effectively responsible for
Regulation compliance of ‘their’ vehicles; but we also ask should the UK authorities not also be
checking on vehicle standards at the UK port(s) and subsequently providing information to Dutch
authorities if they are not satisfied with standards of NL registered vehicles operating within the
UK ? – please clarify the exact situation that should be undertaken by UK competent authorities
regarding Dutch registered vehicles operating out of Ramsgate or any other port within the UK.

Using your professional experience, as the Head of Unit responsible for animal welfare issues
within Directorate General for Health and Consumers at the European Commission, we ask you to
give us responses to detail if, in your view, the UK and / or the Dutch (NL) Competent Authorities
are, or are not, being compliant with the requirements of Regulation 1/2005 by allowing these
vehicles to pass through Ramsgate harbour and board the vessel ‘Joline’ without questions being
asked or actions for animal welfare improvements to be taken.

Please note that during January 2013 the trade in live animals has stopped at Ramsgate. It is most
likely that once modifications to the vessel ‘Joline’ have been undertaken in the Netherlands, the
vessel will return to operating services from the UK by using the port of Dover. AHVLA and Animal
Health will once again be the ‘competent authority’ at the port of Dover for ensuring compliance
with EU Regulation 1/2005. We at KAALE will also be present at shipments (as outside observers /
monitors) to record all events for each sailing – both compliances and non-compliances.

Therefore we consider it essential for us (and possibly even UK ‘competent
authorities’) to know who exactly is responsible in each member state for ensuring
compliances with the (EU) regulations such as 1/2005.

Above – Photographed at Ramsgate - Regulation 1/2005 Chapter I Article 3 –
“sufficient floor area and height is provided for the animals” !

Who is responsible for regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?
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Chapter I Article 3 – General conditions for the transport of animals

( c ) the means of transport are designed, constructed, maintained and operated so as to avoid
injury and suffering and ensure the safety of the animals.

(g) sufficient floor area and height is provided for the animals, appropriate to their size and
intended journey.

Chapter III - Duties and Obligations of the Competent Authority

Article 19 – Certificate of approval of livestock vessels

Paras 1 (a-d) and 2 to 4 inclusive.

Above - Photographed at Ramsgate - 1/2005 Chapter I Article 3 –
“sufficient height is provided for the animals”

Who is responsible for regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?

Above – Photographed at Ramsgate - an animal foot trapped between vehicle trailer floor tiers -
“the means of transport are designed, constructed, maintained and operated so as to avoid injury

and suffering and ensure the safety of the animals”
Who is responsible for regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?
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Above and below – Photographed at Ramsgate – An optical illusion or is the trailer shown at the
rear ‘non compliant’ with Regulation 1/2005 ?

Who is responsible for regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?

The following photographs show ‘sealed box type trailers’ which have recently passed through
Ramsgate en route to mainland Europe, carrying live sheep. In some instances, access doors are
fitted to one side of the trailer. In other cases there are NO access doors fitted on either side of
the trailer. Access is therefore only provided from the rear, as shown.
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Above three photographs - EU Regulation 1/2005 – “vehicles in which animals are transported
shall be clearly and visibly marked indicating the presence of live animals
Who is responsible for enforcing regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?

Not all animals being transported by road across the EU go in ‘conventional’ livestock trailers, these
‘sealed box’ type trailers thus giving most outside observers the concept that anything other than
live animals are being carried within them. We at KAALE feel that this issue of live animals being
transported should be made much more evident to outside observers and especially to emergency
services should a (road) accident occur.

Chapter II Para 2.1 of Council Regulation (EC) 1/2005 declares that:

“vehicles in which animals are transported shall be clearly and visibly marked indicating the
presence of live animals, except when the animals are transported in containers marked in
accordance with paragraph 5.1 – a sign indicating the top of the container”.

Observations taken in the UK by animal welfare campaigners such as ourselves at KAALE have
noted that with ‘sealed box’ type articulated trailers there is (very) insufficient / non existent
exterior identification on these vehicles to identify that livestock is even being transported within
them. This can be clearly shown in the above three photographs which were taken at Ramsgate,
involving a trailer carrying live sheep.
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We consider that this lack of exterior identification is completely unsatisfactory and contravenes
regulation 1/2005 when it declares that “vehicles in which animals are transported shall be
clearly and visibly marked indicating the presence of live animals”. As you can see,
there are NO markings on the trailer to identify this. This is a clear violation of the EU regulations.

We, KAALE, as an animal welfare monitoring organisation, and as supported by the excellent
evidence further presented in the very recent (February 2013) ‘Eyes on Animals’ report,
“Importance of access during transport”, (a copy of which is supplied with this paper), we feel
that we should insist that if sealed box type trailers are to be used at all; which is not
our preference, then they should at the very least all be operated in full compliance
with current EU regulation 1/2005 which should provide driver access to all animals
carried during any journey. As the above photographs show, some of these trailers are not
even fitted with any side access doors along the full length of the trailer, which would at least
provide some minimal degree of access. When no side access doors are fitted to a trailer,
should an animal carried fall ill or need to be accessed for attention or removal, as
the regulation declares, this is completely impossible. As shown in the last of the above
photographs, access is only possible from the trailer rear, and a driver would not be in any position
during normal transportation to open up the rear of the trailer to monitor the condition of animals
carried, to provide food or water, and to provide emergency assistance if required, especially when
animals in need are located at either the front end or middle of his vehicle trailer. Thus we view the
above type of trailer as being non-compliant with existing regulations.

Using your professional experience, as the Head of Unit responsible for animal welfare issues
within Directorate General for Health and Consumers at the European Commission, we ask you
please to provide us with, from correspondence with UK competent authorities if necessary,
exactly what legislation the UK authorities are working to when they do not appear
to take any action over vehicle standards such as this shown above when they pass
through ports such as Ramsgate (UK) ?

Either they have got things wrong in their lack of EU Regulation enforcement, or we
do not understand the standards required by EU Regulation 1/2005. Please confirm
to us in writing who is correct and who is incorrect.

In addition, and again using your professional experience as the Head of Unit responsible for
animal welfare issues within Directorate General for Health and Consumers at the European
Commission, we ask you to give us responses to detail your view on where exactly on the following
trailer these regulation 1/2005 ‘markers’ actually are, thereby indicating the presence of live
animals. We are able to locate them from this photograph; possibly you can assist and inform us of
their positions. It should be noted that at least this trailer (shown below) is fitted with some types of
side access doors along its length and so is more compliant with existing regulation. How the
driver is still able to undertake his duties and perform a visual check / inspection of animals carried
is still beyond us with trailers of this type. Is the lack of signage to Regulation 1/2005 a failure by
the Dutch competent authorities, as the vehicle shown is Dutch registered / operated, or is it a
failure by UK competent authorities located (for example) at Ramsgate in noting that all regulatory
(1/2005) signage is missing and as a result, action should be taken within the UK by UK competent
authorities to correct this ? – who is wrong by being non-compliant with enforcing the
requirements and standards of regulation 1/2005 ? – the Dutch or the British
competent authorities ? – please inform us.
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Photographed at Ramsgate –Side Doors fitted but still lack of visible access for the driver to
monitor animals in transit. And a complete lack of signage to identify live animals are carried.

Who is responsible for regulation compliance – UK or NL authorities ?

It is our opinion that should any one of these ‘sealed box’ type trailers ever become involved in a
road accident anywhere within member states of the EU; and given the obvious non-compliance
with EU regulations by some of these hauliers as we have shown above, there is currently very little
possibility that member state emergency / rescue services personnel would even know that live
animals are being transported within a trailer. From our observations in the UK, it is clear that
easily identifiable visible marking declaring ‘live animals are being carried’ on all parts of the box
trailer do not exist, and these should immediately be enforced by the Commission as a matter of
priority !

Without this information (that live animals are being carried / transported), the same animals may
be left within the enclosed / tipped over trailer should it ever become involved in an accident on the
highway. In addition, as the trailers are sometimes sealed from exterior air supply and only use
electrical power for (internal) ventilation; should this be cut off as the result of any accident, many
animals may be suffocated and die as a result. Time is very much of the essence here – emergency
services need to be informed upon their arrival at an incident that live animals are being carried
within the trailer involved and consequently need to be able to gain access to them as quickly as
possible in order to prevent deaths.

We therefore call on you, as the Head of Unit responsible for animal welfare issues within
Directorate General for Health and Consumers at the European Commission, who is responsible for
ensuring good animal welfare, to undertake the necessary legislation changes to:

 Ensure that Council Regulation (EC) 1/2005 on the protection of animals during transport is
very much updated through formal document legislation to ensure that when the ‘sealed box’
type trailers are used; which as stated previously is NOT our preference at all; clearly
visible evidence is provided to outside observers that live animals are being
transported within these trailers

 Ensure that emergency services personnel from any EU member state are able to
immediately visually identify that the sealed / box type trailer concerned IS carrying live
animals – something which is NOT obvious to outside observers as shown in the above
photographs

 Ensure that if they are still to be used, which as stated previously is not our preference; all
sealed ‘box’ type trailers carrying live animals are in the very least identified
as ‘carrying live animals’ by way of:
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 Large, clear WARNING SIGNS showing that live animals are being transported within
the trailer(s) in question, and that these warning signs are fitted on:

 The sides of the trailer – in at least 3 positions

 The front and rear of the trailer – in at least 2 positions

 The roof of the trailer – in at least 3 positions

 The underside of the trailer – in at least 3 positions

Above – KAALE example of a Typical Warning Sign in German (D) and also English (GB) of the
type which we suggest should be fitted to all sealed livestock trailers

Note - German and English language signage are given here as examples only.

Clear visible labelling located in all the positions given above would ensure that in the event of any
major accident or trailer overturn, emergency services attending would be clear of the trailer
content – live animals

In addition, we consider that a warning sign fitted (at least) on both the sides, rear and roof of the
trailer must identify to emergency rescue personnel that: ‘in the event of an accident, the air
ventilation power system to the sealed trailer may be disrupted; and that animals contained within
the trailer should be provided with fresh, externally sourced air as soon as possible to avoid their
suffocation’.
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Basically; the trailer doors, wherever located, must immediately be opened.

We consider that this signage should be in at least two main European languages – English and
French and / or German or Dutch, for example.

Vehicles carrying live animals in sealed ‘box’ trailers on the roads of the EU at present are very
inadequately identified as doing such; they can easily be mistaken for ‘normal’ refrigerated trailers
carrying frozen or chilled food rather than that of actually transporting live animals. Unless
notified , emergency services would probably be as unaware as other road users. It is time for this
to be rectified throughout the EU, with the use of good, clear and very adequate signage fitted to
ALL exterior faces of every trailer of this type, including the top (roof), bottom, front, rear and both
sides.

We would prefer to see all these types of ‘sealed box’ type trailer withdrawn from animal
transportation service, reverting instead back to the more conventional ‘slatted’ vents type of
trailer. But we acknowledge that this is probably not possible. In the very least, clear and adequate
signage indicating that live animals are being carried should be fitted to all these types of box
trailers; which is certainly not the situation at present; they being unchecked and enforced by
national competent authorities.

As an animal welfare organisation within the UK, we at KAALE immediately call on the Director
General of Health and Consumers (SANCO) to ensure that this becomes an urgent legislative update
within EU regulations (ie 1/2005) to ensure that live animals are given better protection
during transport by at the very minimum, the use of large, clear and easily identifiable signage
applied to all sealed ‘box’ type trailers.

As a minimum, it is essential that this update must be applied to the written definitions of Council
Regulation (EC) 1/2005 on the protection of animals during transport and related operations which
is applicable throughout the EU. Further still, it is essential that all member state competent
authorities become fully aware of their responsibilities for providing adequate protection to
animals in transport as required by existing EU Regulation(s) regardless of ‘their’ nationality and
the nationality of the vehicle passing through ‘their ‘ member state.

We trust you will consider our comments for further action to the benefit of EU animals undergoing
transport.

Yours sincerely

Mark Johnson

EU Correspondent – KAALE.

Please send your response to Mark Johnson at the address given on page 1 of this paper.

In addition, would you please copy your response to the following:

 Mr Ian Birchall; Chairman KAALE, xxx xxx xxx xxx, Deal, Kent, xxx xxx England; UK..

 Ms Lesley Moffat MSc - Director/Inspector, ‘Eyes On Animals’, xxx xxx xxx Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.

Reference Attachment - EoA report of February 2013: “Importance of access during transport”.


